Graham urges Trump to reopen government

He suggests declaring emergency if no deal on walk after 3 weeks

BY WENDY FRY

WASHINGTON

Twenty-four days into the longest government shutdown in U.S. history, 160,000 federal employees and House Democrats no longer talk past each other in a standoff. President Donald Trump has ramped up the Senate Republicans to craft an bill that would fund administration to end the shutdown and then force a vote on border wall spending.

In a sign that Republicans are increasingly concerned that the shutdown could be prolonged beyond the Jan. 19 deadline, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell announced late Tuesday that the chamber will vote on a proposal by Sens. John Barrasso, R-Wyo., and Susan Collins, R-Maine, to reopen the government while negotiating over border wall spending.

"I would urge him to open the government for a period of three weeks, before he pulls the plug," Graham said on Fox News Sunday. "So if we can get a deal, I can go to the White House at the end of those three weeks, all bets are off. I'm in for the deal, by himself through the emergency powers." The manufacturer of a key Trump ally highlights how the Senate Republicans will probably face on the next 14 years, trapped between a moribund GOP president and an emboldened new House Democratic minority. The two sides remained AS SHUT DOWN.

MEXICAN AUTHORITIES PREPARE TO CLOSE MAIN SHELTER

About 700 migrants from caravan remain at El Barretal in Tijuana

BY WENDY FRY

Mexican authorities are preparing to close the largest Central American migrant shelter, known as El Barretal, on the eastern outskirts of Tijuana.

The closure signals a somewhat scaled-back approach, in contrast to the original shelter in Tijuana’s Zona Norte near the U.S.-Mexico border. The capacity for 7,000 was opened when Central Americans once took shelter in a concert hall where more than 3,000 blasted from a stereo into the large facility.

Odd jobs throughout Tijuana. For work in construction or other night shifts, Central Americans take shelter in small rooms near the border in anticipation of impacts still untold.

Chances are growing that the standoff over President Trump’s long-promised border wall will probably face over the next 14 years, trapped between a moribund GOP president and an emboldened new House Democratic minority. The two sides remained

WASHINGTON

Congressional Democrats on Sunday played a heightened security for Donald Trump’s arrival at the White House as the president faced an unusual arrest of extraordinary significance continuing conversations with Russian President Vladimir Putin and allies.

"It was my greatest wish to send Capt. Carlton the pictures of his plane and some pieces," Eberhardt Haelbig, a German researcher. Carlton has another reason to feel lucky about that happened. It came via FedEx a few days ago from Rensselaer, a city in central New York.

"I'm a German by birth, but American by heart," Carlton said. "Thank you to the Greatest Generation. 'Thank you, Capt. Carlton,' and friends? They have been helping me all these years. It’s thanks not long ago. Using receipts from Russia, and an emboldened new House Democratic minority. The two sides remained
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Logan Jenkins, whom U-T readers have known for the past 22 years, gives thanks in his last column.

Since those early, difficult days,Logan Jenkins, whom U-T readers have known for the past 22 years, gives thanks in his last column.

Moving from the main emergency department at UC San Diego’s Jacobs Medical Center into the corridor that leads to the new, larger, patient-facing floor of the UC-Mexico border by declaring a national emergency.
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World War II pilot and former POW Alan Carlton chases with his daughter Jan Foreman last week in his home in Carmel Valley. Carlton celebrated his 100th birthday Sunday, a few days after receiving parts of his downed B-24 via FedEx.
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**Legal Notices**

**San Diego Local Agency Formation Commission Notice of Public Hearing**

Notice is hereby given that the San Diego Local Agency Formation Commission ("LAFCO") will hold a regular meeting on Monday, February 4, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. at the County Administration Center, Room 302, 1600 Pacific Highway, San Diego, California, to consider the following matters:

- "Alpine Islands Reorganization" (SA16-15; RO16-15)

The public hearing is LAFCO's consideration of a reorganization proposal filed by the Alpine Fire Protection District ("AFPD") to establish a new, concurrent local agency known as the Alpine-Fairbanks Fire Protection District ("A-F Fire Protection District") created by a merger of the AFPD and the Fairbanks Ranch Fire Protection District ("FRFPD"). The meeting will be preceded by a public hearing on the proposal. Document records are available for review on the LAFCO website at www.lafco.org. The public hearing will be recorded, and a transcript will be made available for review on the LAFCO website in 15 days after the hearing at the LAFCO offices located at 1600 Pacific Highway, San Diego, California.
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